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Abstract
As people read continuous text, on occasional single eye fixations the text was replaced by one of six alternate stimulus patterns.
Frequency distributions of the durations of these fixations were used to test predictions from four types of theories of saccadic
eye movement control. Contrary to current cognitive theories, cognitive influences appeared to delay saccades rather than trigger
them. Two saccade disruption times were identified, suggesting the existence of three distributions of saccades, labeled early,
normal and late. The Competition–inhibition theory, an enhanced version of Findlay and Walker’s (1999) theory, is proposed to
account for eye movement control during reading. © 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
During reading, people move their eyes from one
location to another with considerable variation in la-
tency between movements. This variation is related, to
some extent, to variation in the local and global pro-
cessing requirements of the text (Just & Carpenter,
1980; McConkie, 1983; Rayner, Sereno, & Raney,
1996). As a result, eye fixation durations are widely
used as measures or indicators of processing times for
fixated words or other text segments during reading
(Rayner & Pollatsek, 1989; Rayner, 1998). However,
since there is little agreement at the present time con-
cerning the basis on which decisions of when and where
to move the eyes (often referred to as the WHEN and
WHERE decisions, Findlay, 1981) are made, and how
these are related to the perceptual and language pro-
cessing taking place, the psychological interpretation of
observed eye movement differences (or lack of differ-
ences) is often unclear. The study presented below is an
attempt to clarify somewhat the bases for the WHEN
decisions, and, hence, of durations of fixations, during
reading.
Current theories of eye movement control during
reading fall into three groups: cognitive, oculomotor
strategy, and race theories.
Cognitive theories make the assumption that sac-
cades are initiated in response to the results of cognitive
processes taking place during the fixation. Typically, it
is assumed that the eyes remain in place until some
critical cognitive event occurs, at which time a saccade
is initiated: for example, lack of visual information
needed to make a lexical access (McConkie, 1979) or
completion of the processing allowed by a word (Just &
Carpenter, 1980). Currently, the most common assump-
tion is that attention moves serially from word to word
during eye fixations, with each shift of attention pro-
ducing an order for a saccade to the newly-attended
word (Morrison, 1984; Henderson, Pollatsek, &
Rayner, 1989). In these theories, it is assumed that
some critical cognitive event triggers the attention shift,
but again without agreeing on what that event might
be: Morrison (1984) suggested the completion of word
identification, while Reichle, Pollatsek, Fisher, and
Rayner (1998) hypothesized the completion of a fre-
quency check on the attended word. Of course, the
nature of the triggering event affects what aspects of
processing are being measured by fixation durations.
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In addition, Morrison (1984) proposed, based on an
analogy to two-step studies by Becker and Jurgens
(1979), that a second saccade can be triggered by
another attention shift occurring before an earlier-
ordered saccade has been executed, resulting in very
short fixations, sometimes even 50 ms. This is spoken
of as the parallel programming of saccades, though
saccades in cascade (McClelland & Rumelhart, 1981)
might be a more appropriate term. Thus, two sets of
fixations are proposed, those that reflect the amount of
time that passes before the triggering event is reached in
the current eye fixation, and some short-latency sac-
cades that are planned prior to the current fixation. We
will refer to these short-latency saccades as early sac-
cades.
In opposition to cognitive theories, oculomotor strat-
egy theories attempt to account for eye behavior during
reading on the basis of strategies learned from past
experience, plus oculomotor adjustment to low-level
perceptual input. For instance, O’Regan’s Strategy–
Tactics theory (O’Regan & Levy-Schoen, 1987) primar-
ily deals with the WHERE decision, suggesting that it is
mainly the result of a motor strategy that sends the eyes
to the next word (the ‘strategy’) unless they happen to
land far from a word’s center, assumed to be the
optimal location for perceiving the word (O’Regan,
Levy-Schoen, Pynte, & Brugaillere, 1984), in which case
a refixation is made on that word (the ‘tactics’) at a
more beneficial location. Attempts have been made to
account for fixation duration variability on the basis of
such factors as where the eyes land in a word (shorter
fixations when the eyes land further from the center of
the word, Vitu, McConkie, Kerr, & O’Regan, submit-
ted) and the distance of the eyes from the currently-
fixated word during the prior fixation (Vitu, O’Regan,
& Mitlau, 1990; Vitu, et al., submitted). Thus, variation
in eye behavior is assumed to be due to oculomotor
strategies that have been developed in previous experi-
ence as the system has learned the typical time needed
for processing under different conditions, plus variation
caused by the effect of non-optimal conditions in utiliz-
ing oculomotor strategies.
Race models have resulted from studies examining
the frequency distributions of fixation durations and
factors that affect those distributions (McConkie &
Dyre, 2000; Suppes, 1989). These models have assumed
the existence of different sequential or coexistent states
or stages that are associated with different likelihoods
of making a saccade. Three primary conclusions have
come from this work. First, there is a set of saccades
that occur soon after the beginning of the fixation, the
early saccades, that are not influenced by characteristics
of the stimuli present on the current fixation. Second,
the right tail of the frequency distribution is near
exponential, suggesting a random waiting-time (Pois-
son) process controlled by a single parameter (Harris,
Hainline, Abramov, Lemerise, & Camenzuli, 1988; Sup-
pes, 1989). Third, the frequency distribution can be well
represented mathematically by various forms of race
models (McConkie & Dyre, 2000). These models sug-
gest that saccade onset time is probabilistic, rather than
triggered by a cognitive event, and that stimulus vari-
ables have their effects on parameters that control
response or state transition probabilities, rather than
directly triggering saccades. Thus, they propose that the
effects of stimulus variables are probabilistic, having no
effect on a measure such as saccade onset time when an
affected process loses the race, and having an effect that
can be sizeable in other cases when it wins.
In this paper we propose a fourth type of theory,
based on current neurophysiological research. Findlay
and Walker (1999), in reviewing and integrating this
research, assume that fixation durations result from
interactive competition among various visual and ocu-
lomotor brain centers rather than from a single cogni-
tive triggering event. They proposed that the timing of
saccade initiation is determined by the pull-and-push
operation that exists within multiple levels of the oculo-
motor system. In their model, the initiation of saccades
depends upon the parallel processing of command sig-
nals from multiple brain centers for the movement and
by processes of conflict resolution, being resolved
through competitive inhibition between fixate centers
and move centers at different levels. The preparation of
a saccade to a peripheral target can be inhibited or
delayed by the occurrence of distractors, especially
foveal stimuli, or by the continued engagement of at-
tention at a certain visual location. Thus, when the
subject intentionally engages attention on a particular
visual target, or allocates attention in response to the
onset of visual distractors, the fixate centers increase
their activity which prolongs the conflict and delays the
saccade onset. They suggested that the conflict resolu-
tion process is responsible for the observed variation in
saccade latencies.
In applying this type of theory to eye movement
control in reading, the proposed pull-and-push system
can operate in an automated fashion, producing a
rhythmical sequence of saccades. In addition, as Find-
lay and Walker (1999) suggested, the WHEN decision
can be influenced directly and rapidly from centers of
cognitive processing. While they did not give more
details about the effects of cognitive influences, infer-
ences can be drawn from the proposed pull-and-push
model. For instance, encountering difficulties in cogni-
tive processing can influence the saccade preparation by
increasing activity in the fixate center, thereby prolong-
ing the latency of saccade initiation. This increased
fixate activity either elevates the threshold of saccade
initiation, or reduces neuronal activity in move centers
(Carpenter & Williams, 1995; Hanes & Schall, 1996).
This accounts for longer mean fixation durations often
observed when linguistic difficulties are encountered
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(for example, Rayner & Duffy, 1987; Rayner & Frazier,
1987). Another inference that can be drawn from their
model is that cognitive processing difficulties in differ-
ent centers will probably influence the conflict resolu-
tion at different times, again producing variation in
saccade latencies.
Three predictions can be generated from this applica-
tion of Findlay and Walker’s (1999) framework. First,
the effect of processing difficulty is to prolong the
saccade latency. Second, saccade latency increases can
result from visual and other difficulties as well as from
linguistic processing problems. Third, different cogni-
tive processes elicit their effects at different times after
fixation onset, because the time of evaluating various
aspects of visual/linguistic information differs within
the hierarchy of information processing.
The current study was conducted to examine the
effects of stimulus variables on the frequency distribu-
tions of saccade latencies (fixation durations) during
reading, as a means of testing predictions from the
above four types of theories. Subjects were asked to
read a short novel, displayed on a computer screen,
while their eye movements were being recorded. As they
were reading, during selected saccades the entire page
of text was replaced by an alternative stimulus page.
During the following saccade, the original text was
returned. Thus, for a single eye fixation, referred to
here as a critical fixation, the stimulus pattern was
different from the original text in specified ways. Since
the display changes occurred during saccades, it was
expected that the changes themselves would not be
perceived until the eyes stopped, though evidence was
found to disconfirm this in two of the conditions used.
Frequency distributions of the fixation durations for
these critical fixations were then compared to that of
the control (no display change) condition and to each
other, in order to determine how the different stimulus
configurations affect the WHEN decision.
Six experimental conditions were included. The first
contrast was between having vs. not having character
strings separated into word-like strings. Segmented con-
ditions included displays in which each letter was re-
placed by an X, or replaced by some randomly chosen
letter (hence, contrasting text-like versus homogeneous
word patterns). Unsegmented conditions included a
completely blank screen, or a display containing solid
strings of X’s. A fifth condition was produced by
replacing each letter with an underline, thus providing a
segmented string, but one in which the elements were
not word-like. A sixth condition was produced by
replacing every space in the original text with an ‘@’
character. This allowed us to investigate whether the
visual system requires spaces between words in order to
properly segment the text strings for eye movement
control, or whether a distinctive character can serve the
same function.
The four types of theories described above appear to
make different predictions about what the effect of
these manipulations might be on the critical fixation
duration frequency distributions. First, cognitive theo-
ries assume that there will still be two distributions of
fixations: early fixations that are unaffected by the new
stimulus pattern, and later fixations in which the sac-
cade is delayed relative to the control condition (longer
fixation durations) because of the failure in word iden-
tification or the recognition that the stimulus pattern is
unusual or of low frequency. Thus, in comparing the
frequency distributions of the experimental conditions
with that of the control condition, there should be no
difference in the early part of the distributions, but the
later part of the distributions in the experimental condi-
tions should be shifted toward the right. No prediction
can be made concerning differences among the distribu-
tions of experimental conditions, since these theories
are not specific regarding the effects of the types of
stimulus patterns used here.
Researchers working within the framework of O’Re-
gan’s Strategy-Tactics Theory have argued that eye
movement decisions are primarily based on low-level
perceptual and oculomotor factors. For example, Vitu,
O’Regan, Inhoff, and Topolski (1995) reported little
difference in the eye movements between people reading
normal text vs. making reading-like movements in a
display in which all letters are replaced by Z’s, though
Rayner and Fischer (1996) did identify some differences
between these conditions. The lack of spaces between
words (Unsegmented conditions), destroying the text-
like appearance and the ability to assess the eyes’
position in a word, should be disruptive (probably
resulting in longer fixations, shifting the frequency dis-
tribution to the right) but a pure oculomotor strategy
theory provides no basis for predicting differences
among other conditions since eye behavior is assumed
to be based on previously-learned strategies rather than
on text properties.
Predictions from race models depend on the specific
model implemented. However, there is one general
characteristic of the data that they would predict,
namely, that effects of the experimental manipulations
will be probabilistic. Thus, instead of a variable produc-
ing a general, graded effect, say increasing all fixation
durations by 15 ms, race models would predict no effect
in some instances and a large effect in others, depend-
ing on which signals win in the race competition. Thus,
race models would predict the existence of different sets
of fixations having different frequency distributions; the
resulting distributions are expected to be mixtures.
Finally, Findlay and Walker’s (1999) framework ap-
pears to predict two types of effects on the distributions
of fixation durations in experimental conditions. For
Unsegmented conditions, the latency of saccade prepa-
ration will increase due to the lack of well-defined
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saccade targets. For Segmented conditions, the effects of
anomalous letter strings on the distributions of fixation
duration should reflect the time at which higher process-
ing centers are disturbed by these visual/linguistic manip-
ulations. The momentary likelihood of saccade initiation
should be reduced upon the detection of stimulus
anomaly, since problems at higher processing centers
increase the fixate activity, thus, prolonging the compu-
tational process of saccade preparation within the oculo-
motor system. Finally, these two effects should occur at
different times, with Unsegmented conditions producing
their effects earlier than Segmented conditions. It is also
possible that the Segmented conditions could produce
their effects at different times, if the different stimulus
patterns produce processing problems in different higher
processing centers.
2. Methods
2.1. Subjects
Thirty-six college students and adults from the univer-
sity community (25 females; two left-handed; average
age=22.9 years) participated in this experiment for pay
($6/h) or course research credit. All were native English
speakers with normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The
experiment lasted 45–60 min.
2.2. Materials
Subjects read 47 nine-line pages (triple-spaced, 80
character lines, Courier New font having 8×16 pixel
space for each character) of an early 20th-century novel,
‘The Mystery of Sasassa Valley’, written by Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle. Six alternative versions of each page were
created as display conditions by substituting letters,
symbols or spaces for the original characters in the text.
An example of each of these conditions is shown in Table
1. Condition names ending with + (plus) indicate that
spaces remained in the text at their normal location;
names ending with − (minus) indicate that between-
word spaces were replaced by characters. All characters
were replaced by spaces in the Blank-condition. They
were replaced by dashes in the Dash+ condition and
with X’s in the X+ and X− conditions. In the
Nonword+ condition letters were replaced by ran-
domly-selected letters. The original text was the Nor-
mal+ , or control, condition; all spaces were replaced by
the @ character in the Normal− condition. This set of
conditions produces a number of contrasts: presence or
absence of a patterned stimulus, presence or absence of
spaces between words; spaces vs. another distinctive
separator between words; and the nature of the charac-
ters forming the text pattern, including homogeneous
dashes or X’s versus real text and non-word letter strings.
2.3. Apparatus
Eye movements were recorded using a head-mounted
SR EyeLink system having a sampling rate of 250 Hz and
high spatial resolution (0.005°, Reingold & Stampe,
1999). Software was written to examine data in real time
and identify the onsets of saccades. Text was displayed
on a Viewsonic 21-in. monitor, controlled by a Diamond
S3 Trio64V2/DX display controller card having 2 MB of
video memory, and being refreshed at 60 Hz. Text was
displayed in black on a white background, with Blank
pages only showing the white background. The screen
outside of the display area was also in black. At the
beginning of each trial, the original text page and three
experimental versions of the page were loaded into video
memory. Changing from the display of one page to
another was accomplished by simply panning to a
different region of video memory, which can occur very
quickly. This change could occur at any point during a
refresh scan, not just at its completion. Thus, a new image
was completely written onto the monitor within 17 ms
of the time it was requested at the beginning of a saccade.
The subjects were seated in a quiet room with con-
trolled light, 80 cm from the CRT, with text displayed
at 640×480 pixel resolution, within a 40×30 cm central
area of the screen. At this distance, there were 2.8 letters
per degree of visual angle. No head restraint was required
in this experiment since absolute spatial position of the
eyes was not essential.
Table 1
Single-line examples of stimuli for control and experimental display conditions
Display condition Single-line examplesa
Normal+ He is persuaded that a white people, of which he has heard
Normal− He@is@persuaded@that@a@white@people,@of@which@he@has@heard
Rl ui mgbvikhsh lxbx l tmgyj ejzhpw, gl npvdj st fhv nnmitNonword+
X’s + Xx xx xxxxxxxxx xxxx x xxxxx xxxxxx, xx xxxxx xx xxx xxxxx
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX’s −
Dashs +
b
Blank −
a All letters, symbols, and punctuation marks were displayed in Courier New Font having equal space for each character.
b The dash+ condition actually consisted of underline characters.
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2.4. Procedures
Subjects were told about the types of display changes
that would occur, and were told that their task was
simply to read the text as well as possible. Following a
9-point calibration, a practice trial with three sample
pages and two comprehension questions was given.
Subjects were interviewed to insure that they had de-
tected some of the display changes and that they were
able to read without difficulty in spite of the occasional
disruptions. The practice pages were reread if necessary.
The subjects then read the text with seven breaks,
answering two multiple-choice questions about the
story content during each break. They controlled the
progress of the experiment by pressing buttons to ad-
vance to the next page and to answer questions. During
each break, after answering the questions, a drift cor-
rection was conducted and the subject was re-calibrated
if the drift exceeded a pre-set criterion.
The normal text initially appeared for each of the 47
pages of text. However, at the onset of the ninth, 10th
or 11th saccade on each page, one of the alternative
versions appeared, and then was replaced by the nor-
mal text on the following saccade. Thus, the alternative
version was present on the screen for the period of a
single eye fixation. In the control condition, the normal
text was replaced by itself, producing no change. The
second display change following the critical fixation,
restoring the original text, occurred no matter whether
the eyes made a forward or a regressive saccade to the
same word or to a different one. This cycle was re-
peated throughout the reading of the page, with an
alternative version of the page presented about every 10
fixations. The control condition and three alternative
versions were scheduled for each page and they ap-
peared in a predetermined order that was counterbal-
anced across pages.
2.5. Data analysis
Five eye-movement variables were extracted from the
right eye data: fixation durations of critical fixations,
the length and direction of the saccade preceding each
such fixation, and the length and direction of each
saccade following it. The values for these variables were
taken from the data analysis program included with the
EyeLink system. To examine possible strategic adapta-
tion of the subject’s reading behavior to the frequent
interruption, the data from all 47 pages were divided
into three page groups with roughly equal numbers of
pages (initial group, page 1–16; middle group, page
17–32; final group, page 33–47). Thus, the eye move-
ment measures associated with each trial were labeled
by the nature of stimulus change that occurred and by
the page group. Data were excluded from analysis if
any one of four of the following conditions occurred:
1. The fixation was preceded or followed by a sweep-
like saccade, defined as vertical movement over two
lines (100 pixels) or horizontal movement larger
than half of the line (320 pixels).
2. The fixation was preceded or terminated by a blink.
3. A display change occurred during the period of
fixation because of signal fluctuations.
4. The fixation occurred before the onset of the first
display change on each page, or was the final fixa-
tion on the page, terminated by a button press.
In all, 29% of the critical fixations were excluded.
Data were analyzed using two-way, repeated mea-
sures ANOVA of fixation durations, saccade lengths
and regression probability, and using percentage fre-
quency distributions of fixation durations and saccade
lengths. For the first three forms of analysis, means
were calculated for each subject for each variable, and
these were entered into the analyses; the last two were
carried out by combining data across subjects. Paired
sample t-tests among means were used to test whether
the main effects among seven page conditions were
significant. Since fixation duration and saccade length
were positively skewed in experimental conditions,
base-10 logarithmic transformations were used to ad-
just the data before conducting ANOVA analyses and
subsequent comparisons. All comparisons, to be con-
servative, were tested with significance level of 0.001
because of the number of comparisons tested.
3. Results
The results indicate that the subjects’ reading was
quite normal in spite of the frequent disruptions, result-
ing in a 73.2% of correct rate of answering four-item
multiple-choice comprehension questions. For the Nor-
mal+ (control) condition the mean duration of critical
fixations was 212 ms, mean following saccade length
was 7.7 letter positions and the frequency of the follow-
ing saccade being a regression was 23%. These values
are within the range expected of university students,
though regression frequency is rather high.
3.1. Fixation duration following forward saccades
For analyzing the saccade latencies (fixation dura-
tions) of critical fixations, only the cases of fixations
preceded by forward saccades were selected. Fixations
preceded by regressions were excluded because of the
possibility of the system being in some different state,
thereby adding complexity to the data.
Repeated measures ANOVA. A 7 (condition)×3
(page group) two-way repeated ANOVA was used to
test for differences in the log duration of the critical
fixation data, the fixation during which an alternative
version of the page was present. Significant effects were
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Table 2
The results of paired sample t-tests on fixation durations, saccade lengths, and regression percentages
Display conditionsdData source
Normal− Nonword+ X’s+ X’s−Normal+ Dash+ Blank−
Fixation duration
36(1081) 36(1048) 36(895)36(1621) 36(974)Subject N (cases) 36(930) 36(985)
2.40b 2.36c 2.45bMeans of log dataa 2.62d2.33a 2.59d 2.64d
0.19 0.20 0.260.15 0.30S.D. 0.28 0.32
Anti-transformed means (ms)b 251.77211.75 230.09 281.06 413.52 388.60 437.82
Forward saccade length
36(710) 36(657) 36(500) 36(446) 36(393) 36(380)Subject N (cases) 36(1273)
1.71b 1.71b 1.71b1.79a 1.59b,cMeans of log data 1.61c 1.54c
0.28 0.28 0.30S.D. 0.310.26 0.31 0.38
51.03 51.12 50.84 38.5361.48 40.64Anti-transformed means (pixels) 34.51
Regressie saccade length
36(371) 36(391) 36(395)36(348) 36(528)Subject N (cases) 36(536) 36(605)
1.59a 1.56a 1.57a 1.59a 1.57aMeans of log data 1.58a1.68a
0.32 0.31 0.320.36 0.32S.D. 0.32 0.38
38.75 35.96 37.13 39.08 36.72Anti-transformed means (pixels) 38.1747.47
Regression percentage
36 36Subject N 3636 36 36 36
1.00aMean transformed percentagec 1.21b 1.34b 1.37b,c 1.55c,d 1.61c,d 1.66d
0.19 0.25 0.320.23 0.33S.D. 0.37 0.34
32.53Anti-transformed percentage (%) 38.5523.04 40.16 48.72 51.77 54.27
a Fixation duration and saccade length scores were logarithmically transformed before t-tests were conducted.
b Anti-logs of the means of transformed values were reported here.
c Inverse sine transformation was used to transformed regression percentages.
d The letters here indicate the results of t-tests. When two conditions share the same letter, there was no significant difference between them.
The significance level for all conditions was set at 0.001.
found for display condition (F(3.341, 113.604)=
126.251, P0.0005) and page group (F(1.682,
57.182)=9.697, P0.0005), but not for their interac-
tion (F(6.731, 228.865)=1.888, P=0.075), suggesting
that experience accumulated over trials does not inter-
act with the display conditions.
The results of pairwise comparisons are shown in
Table 2. The only pairwise differences that are not
significant at a 0.05 level are X’s− versus dash+
(P=0.02) and X’s− versus blank− (P=0.217). Pair-
wise comparisons of page groups showed that in the
initial stage of the experiment subjects made longer
fixations than in the final (P0.0005) and perhaps
middle stages (P=0.006) of the experiment. There is no
difference between the middle and final stage (P=
0.456). The difference between initial and later stage
might reflect the degree of contextual facilitation since
the mental model becomes more extensive while pro-
gressing through the text. Fig. 1 shows the effects of
both condition and page group. As that figure indi-
cates, the experimental condition means fall into two
groups: the Blank, Dash+ and X− conditions, and
the X+ , Nonword+ and Normal− conditions. There
is a large difference between the Unsegmented
(Blank− and X− ) and Segmented (X+ and Non-
word+ ) conditions. Further, the Dash+ condition
joins with the Unsegmented conditions, and the Nor-
mal− condition joins with the Segmented conditions.
Further evidence for this grouping of conditions is
given below.
Frequency distributions. The frequency distributions
of the critical fixation duration data for the different
conditions are presented in Fig. 2. In an initial plot of
the data, the frequencies for Blank- and Dash+ condi-
tions were elevated above those of the other conditions
at the shortest fixation duration values. We assume that
this resulted from subjects perceiving the display
changes of those conditions during the saccade, since
the luminance change in those conditions was sizeable
and saccadic suppression is not complete. For those
conditions, the fixation duration values were recom-
puted as starting at the moment of the display change,
rather than at the actual beginning of the fixation.
When this is done, as seen in Fig. 2, the frequencies of
all conditions are very similar for the first 125 ms
following the onset of the fixation.
Fig. 2 indicates that the curves for the two Unseg-
mented conditions depart from the Normal+ condi-
tion in the 125–150 ms interval, just after the point
where frequencies in that condition begin a steep rise,
but the departure for the two Segmented conditions
does not occur until the 175–200 ms interval, or 50 ms
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later. At and following the indicated times, the fre-
quency values drop, indicating that a large proportion
of the saccades that would normally have occurred, as
indicated by the Normal+ condition, does not occur.
This is then followed by a rise in frequency, as the
cancelled or inhibited saccades begin to occur.
Fig. 3 shows the hazard curves underlying the distri-
butions in Fig. 2. For each condition, each point shows
the proportion of surviving fixations that end in a
saccade during that 25 ms time interval, with intervals
labeled by their maximum value. Since successive data
points are based on fewer and fewer fixations, they
become less stable over time. Plotting of data for each
condition is discontinued once 95% of the fixations
have terminated.
The Normal+ (control) condition shows the typical
pattern for fixations made during reading, consisting of
three distinct periods (McConkie & Dyre, 2000): (1) a
linear, slowly rising period, followed by: (2) a steeply-
rising period beginning at 125–150 ms; and then (3)
a final period in which the hazard level asymptotes,
here at 200–225 ms. In the present data, the curve
seems to rise somewhat following the asymptote, rather
than flattening as is often the case.
Figs. 2 and 3 indicate that the Dashes+ condition
produces effects similar to the Unsegmented conditions,
indicating the need for word-like units in order for
normal saccadic activity to occur during the hazard
curve’s second (rising) period: simply having a properly
segmented pattern is not sufficient. Also, the Normal−
condition produces effects similar to those of Seg-
mented conditions, indicating that the critical difference
between Segmented and Unsegmented conditions, in
terms of allowing saccades to be made during this
period, is not the presence or absence of spaces between
words. Having text with a distinctive character in place
of spaces permits these saccades to occur. We will speak
of these two conditions as being part of the Unseg-
mented and Segmented conditions, respectively.
The curves for the Unsegmented condition show a
severe suppression, with the hazard level declining be-
ginning in the 125–150 ms time period, dropping to
near zero during the time when other conditions are
showing their rapid rise. Apparently, nearly all saccades
that would normally have occurred are cancelled and
occur only later; the rise in the hazard curve that begins
by 225 or 250 ms indicates that new saccades are being
initiated at that time. Thus, it takes at least 75–100 ms
to recover from the saccade cancellation, with most
saccades being much later than that. We do not know,
of course, whether there is any relation between the
time a saccade would normally have occurred had the
display not been changed, and the time that the sec-
ondary saccade occurs. In the Unsegmented conditions,
very few saccades occur during the very time when the
majority of saccades are made in the control condition.
The hazard curve then climbs quite rapidly to a level
about half that of the control condition, and appears to
stabilize until the 550 ms interval when it rises some-
what again. This recovery pattern is very similar for all
three Unsegmented conditions.
Fig. 1. Means of logarithmically transformed critical fixation duration scores for three page group stages. A roughly equal number of pages
(initial, 1–16; middle, 17–32; final, 33–47) is included in each stage. The groups of display conditions are presented using different markers
(Segmented conditions, ; Unsegmented conditions, — ; control condition, ).
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Fig. 2. Frequency distributions of the durations of critical fixations for different display conditions. The groups of display conditions are presented
using different markers (Segmented conditions, ; Unsegmented conditions, — ; control condition, ).
The curves for the Segmented conditions indicate a
suppression of saccades beginning in the 175–200 ms
interval, and reaching a minimum hazard level for all
three conditions in the 200–225 ms interval. Unlike the
Unsegmented conditions, this minimum is far above
zero, indicating that the onset time of many of the
saccades was unaffected by the inappropriate text pat-
terns. The hazard curve immediately begins to rise,
indicating either an easing of the suppression or the
occurrence of new saccades following the earlier cancel-
lation, or both, but they never reach the level of the
control condition. There does appear to be some differ-
ence in the hazard levels for the three conditions reflect-
ing the significant differences in their means, described
above: X’s+ shows the greatest suppression and Non-
word+ the least, with the Normal− in the center,
although all show the effect at the same time and with
a similar recovery pattern. It is interesting that at
450 ms the X’s+ condition curve dropped and
joined the Unsegmented condition curves; we do not
know whether the other two conditions would have
done the same because there was insufficient data dur-
ing that time period. In these conditions we are not able
to estimate how much time elapsed from the moment
that saccades were cancelled until new saccades were
issued.
These hazard curves indicate several important char-
acteristics of the effects of the abnormal stimulus pat-
terns. First, they show clear suppression of the hazard
levels, with actual drops that occur at different times
for the two groups of experimental conditions. Second,
this suppression, when it occurs, appears to be complete
for the Unsegmented, but not for the Segmented, con-
ditions. Third, while the hazard levels rise following the
initial suppression, they remained well below that of the
control condition, indicating that this was not a simple,
constant delay of the saccades. Rather, the suppressive
effects continued throughout the fixation period stud-
ied. Fourth, each experimental condition did show a
recovery from the suppression in the form of a rise in
the hazard levels following the initial suppression. We
do not know at this time how much of this rise is due
to the occurrence of the newly-programmed saccades,
replacing those that had been cancelled, and how much
of it is due to a reduced suppression over time, reducing
the number of saccades that were cancelled in the first
place.
3.2. Forward saccade length
A two-way repeated measures ANOVA on log for-
ward saccade length found the effect for condition to be
significant (F(3.127, 50.033)=6.687, P=0.001), but
neither page group (F(2, 15)=0.020, P=0.980) nor the
interaction between these variables (F(4.527, 72.425)=
1.058, P=0.388) was significant. Pairwise comparisons
indicate a 3-way grouping of the conditions: Control,
Segmented conditions, and Unsegmented conditions,
with significant differences for conditions between
groups, but not within groups, as seen in Table 2. Fig.
4 shows frequency distributions for the different condi-
tions, and indicates a general shortening of saccade
lengths for the experimental conditions compared to the
Normal+ condition (mode=eight letter positions),
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with that shortening being greater for the Unsegmented
conditions (mode= four letter positions) than for the
Segmented conditions (mode=six letter positions).
Fig. 5 shows the mean log saccade length following
fixations of different durations for the conditions of the
study. This graph was obtained by using a temporal
‘moving window’, averaging the lengths of saccades
following fixations of up to 100 ms duration, plotting
this value for 50 ms fixations (the midpoint of the
window) and then stepping the window along the time-
line at 25 ms per step. This method smoothes the data
so that general relationships can be observed, but hides
abrupt changes in the function and can cause effects to
appear earlier in time than they actually occur. Sac-
cades occurring within 175 ms are substantially short-
ened in the Blank-condition, relative to all other
conditions. The other conditions are quite similar
through the first 125 ms, beginning to separate from the
control condition after that. From that point on, the
Unsegmented conditions lie below most of the Seg-
mented conditions. An exception is seen in the X’s+
condition which is most similar to the control in the
150–200 ms period, but then drops to join the Unseg-
mented conditions following longer fixations.
In summary, the degree of shortening of saccades
that occurs in the experimental conditions is time-de-
pendent, with only the Blank condition affecting early
saccades, but with all experimental conditions being
affected at 150–175 ms and beyond. Unsegmented con-
dition stimuli shorten saccades more than Segmented
stimuli. The X’s+ condition crosses over with time,
behaving like the Segmented conditions at first, but
becoming like the Unsegmented stimuli later, as it does
in the fixation duration data.
3.3. Regressie saccade length
A two-way repeated measures ANOVA found no
significant main effects (condition, F(6, 10)=0.894,
P=0.534; page group, F(2, 14)=0.959, P=0.40), nor
interaction (F(12, 4)=2.515, P=0.193) for lengths of
regressive (leftward) eye movements. Means are re-
ported in Table 2. Fig. 6 presents the frequency distri-
butions for regressive saccade lengths, which suggests
that the experimental conditions may be producing a
few more short saccades (length of 3 or fewer letter
positions) relative to the Normal+ condition, but the
difference is small. No difference is apparent between
the Unsegmented and Segmented conditions.
3.4. Change in probability of regressing
A two-way Repeated Measures ANOVA was con-
ducted on inverse sine transformed proportions of re-
gressive eye movements for conditions and page
groups. The main effect for condition was significant
(F(6, 11)=10.81729.231, P0.0005). Neither the main
effect for page group (F(2, 15)=2.698, P=0.100) nor
the interaction (F(12, 5)=0.756, P=0.681) was signifi-
cant. The results of pairwise comparisons are shown in
Table 2, revealing the same three groups: Normal+
(23% regressions), the Segmented conditions (33–40%),
and the Unsegmented conditions (49–54%), though the
X’s+ conditions was not significantly different from
the X’s− and the Dash+ .
Fig. 3. Hazard functions of the durations of critical fixations for different display conditions. The groups of display conditions are presented using
different markers (Segmented conditions, ; Unsegmented conditions, — ; control condition, ).
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Fig. 4. Frequency distributions of the lengths of forward saccades following critical fixations for different display conditions. The groups of display
conditions are presented using different markers (Segmented conditions, ; Unsegmented conditions, — ; control condition, ).
The percentage of regressions occurring following
fixations of different durations is presented in Fig. 7, in
which the curves are smoothed using the average of the
center cell, weighted twice, plus the values of the cells
on either side. Only data between 125 and 425 ms are
presented, since most cells outside this range had cases
20. There is little or no effect of condition on regres-
sion likelihood through 150 ms, but following that
point the Unsegmented conditions begin a sharp rise. A
similar rise in the Segmented conditions begins 225
ms, reaching about the same level as the Unsegmented
conditions by 300 ms. At that point, a sharp division
occurs between the Normal− condition, which contin-
ues to rise, and the Nonword+ condition which drops
below the other experimental conditions. For compari-
son sake, this graph also includes the regression likeli-
hoods for the saccade prior to the critical fixation,
which are very similar to those of the Normal+ condi-
tion for the saccade following the critical fixation.
3.5. Summary of results
In summary, while the dependent variables changed
somewhat over the reading period, there was no inter-
action with the effects of the display conditions. On all
dependent variables except regressive saccade length,
the conditions clearly fell into three groups, which were
labeled Control (Normal+ ), Unsegmented (Blank− ,
X’s− , Dash+ ) and Segmented (X’s− , Normal− ,
Nonword+ ) conditions. Segmented conditions differed
significantly from one another on most measures. Few
significant differences were found between Unseg-
mented conditions. Experimental conditions increased
fixation duration, reduced forward saccade length, and
increased the likelihood of regressions, with the overall
effects being greater for Unsegmented than Segmented
conditions. All variables showed time-related effects.
Effects of the experimental conditions were minimal
during the initial 125 ms of the fixation; the timing,
lengths and directions of these early saccades showed
little or no influence of the current stimulus pattern.
The one exception to this was the Blank− condition,
in which early forward saccades were shortened. By 150
ms practically all saccades were being cancelled or
delayed (i.e. fixation duration increased) by Unseg-
mented conditions; 25 ms later the frequency of regres-
sive saccades began increasing. By 200 ms many of the
saccades were being cancelled in the Segmented condi-
tions, and 25 ms later the frequency of regressions
began increasing. By 150 ms both groups of condi-
tions began shortening forward saccades, though the
shortening was greatest for the Unsegmented condi-
tions. Lengths of regressive saccades were not signifi-
cantly affected. Once saccades were cancelled it seemed
to require 75–100 ms before new saccades were
generated.
4. Discussion
In this section, we will first consider the implications
of the main findings of the study for current theories of
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eye movement control during reading, and then outline
a revision of the framework by Findlay and Walker
(1999) that is consistent with these results.
4.1. Two saccade disruption periods and three
distributions
The experimental conditions in the study clearly fall
into two groups, in terms of the time at which they
began affecting saccade timing and programming deci-
sions, in comparison to the control (Normal+ ) condi-
tion. Having a blank screen or a homogeneous string of
X’s causes practically all saccades to be cancelled begin-
ning in the 125–150 ms interval. We will refer to this as
the Early Disruption Period. Cancellation of many
saccades similarly occurred in the X’s+ and Non-
word+ conditions, but beginning 50 ms later, which
we will refer to as the Late Disruption Period. These
two disruption periods divide the saccades into three
sets, which will be referred to as the Early, Normal and
Late saccades.
Early Saccades are those that are initiated with no
influence from the currently-available visual informa-
tion; even a blank screen has no effect on the onset time
of these saccades. Their frequency distribution is indi-
cated by the early part of the distributions for the
Unsegmented conditions (the distribution up to the
125–150 ms period ms) in Fig. 2. Their hazard curve is
indicated by the corresponding period and same condi-
tions in Fig. 3. It is very low but rising through 125 ms
after the onset of the fixation. It then drops sharply to
near zero, showing severe inhibition and indicating the
need for an appropriate stimulus pattern to be present
in order for normal saccadic activity to proceed beyond
this time. We estimate that 8% of all saccades ending
the critical fixations fall into this set.
A second set of saccades, the Normal Saccades, is
seen in the frequency distribution of fixation durations
between the Early and Late Disruption Periods. These
are saccades that are enabled by the presence of an
appropriate stimulus pattern, but whose onset times are
not affected by the contents of the word-units; that is,
they occur at about the same time for normal text,
random letter strings and even strings of X’s. Thus,
their onset times are unaffected by any aspect of lan-
guage processing, and hence are not being affected by
cognitive influences resulting from the current stimulus
information. Saccades of this set continue to occur
following the beginning of the late disruption period:
the hazard curves for the Nonword+ and X’s+ con-
ditions in the 175–250 ms period indicate that saccadic
activity is reduced by as much as 50–65%, compared to
the control condition, and, hence, is not completely
eliminated. We assume that the saccades occurring
during this time are still Normal saccades, their onset
time being unaffected by the word-unit contents. There
may still be more Normal saccades in intervals beyond
that time, but the rise in the hazard curve for these
conditions suggests that saccades of a third set are
beginning to occur, making it difficult to estimate the
number of normal saccades in the higher time intervals.
About 50% of the saccades in the Segmented conditions
Fig. 5. Means of logarithmically transformed scores of the forward saccade lengths following critical fixations for different display conditions. The
X axis represents various fixation time ranges in 25 ms bins. The groups of conditions are presented using different markers (Segmented
conditions, ; Unsegmented conditions, — ; control condition, ).
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Fig. 6. Frequency distributions of the lengths of regressive saccades following critical fixations for different display conditions. The groups of
display conditions are presented using different markers (Segmented conditions, ; Unsegmented conditions, — ; control condition, ).
occur during this period, suggesting that the onset times
of at least 58% of the saccades (Early plus Normal
saccades) in the Normal+ condition occur without
cognitive influence from the currently-viewed text.
The third set of saccades, Late Saccades, is those that
are produced after a normal saccade has been inhibited
(cancelled or delayed). These are cases in which inappro-
priate aspects of the stimulus have been perceived early
enough to suppress the existing saccade planning, in
which case the saccade onset is delayed. If a rise in the
hazard curve following the initial suppression can be
taken as an indicator that Late saccades are beginning
to occur, then the data suggest that the saccades are being
delayed by 50 ms or more, and Late saccades may start
appearing in the Segmented condition during the 225–
250 ms period. The number of Late saccades in this
condition is difficult to estimate because Normal sac-
cades may also be occurring during the same period,
producing a mixture distribution that is difficult to
separate. In the Unsegmented conditions, all except the
Early saccades appear to be Late saccades; Normal
saccades are entirely suppressed.
There are four conclusions from this analysis. First, the
Late saccades are the only ones being affected by
cognitive processes related to the contents of the words
being seen during the critical fixations. Early and Normal
saccades are unaffected by the contents of these word-
units. Second, cognitive influences appear to delay sac-
cades rather than to trigger them. If saccades were being
triggered by some cognitive event such as the making of
a word frequency check (Reichle et al., 1998) or word
identification (Morrison, 1984), then having nonwords or
strings of X’s should delay the saccade onsets of all but
the early saccades; clearly this is not happening for a large
proportion of the saccades in the Segmented conditions.
Third, cognitive processing problems can suppress the
making of saccades, but this happens only in cases where
the saccade onset time is greater than 175 ms. Thus,
the saccade control exhibited in these data appears to
have properties characteristic of race models. Normal
saccade onset signals are generated by some mechanism
unrelated to the processing of the current visual informa-
tion, and saccade inhibition signals are generated when
a processing problem is encountered. However, the latter
only inhibits this saccade if the signal arrives prior to
some saccade execution deadline, or ‘point of no return’
(McConkie, Underwood, Wolverton & Zola, 1988).
Fourth, the prior conclusions indicate that there is some
other mechanism, uninfluenced by the processing of the
currently-available stimulus pattern, on which saccades
can be (and normally are) generated. This mechanism
requires only the presence of certain characteristics in the
stimulus pattern in order to produce saccades at their
normal times. Exactly what these critical characteristics
are must remain a matter for future research. One
possibility is that a segmented, word-like pattern is
required for saccade planning to occur, but it is possible
that the early disruption is produced by stimulus changes
that are perceptible during the saccade or by having a
stimulus pattern sufficiently different from that on the
previous fixation that an early reaction of surprise is
produced.
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4.2. Relation of results to eye moement control
theories
These results do not support the basic assumption of
most current cognitive theories of eye movement con-
trol: namely, that saccades are being triggered by some
critical cognitive event. The results do support the
existence of a set of preprogrammed early saccades.
They are more compatible with Oculomotor Strategy
Theories, in which saccade onset times are being deter-
mined by a mechanism that has learned a saccade
pacing strategy appropriate for the reading task and
that involves only low-level perceptual information
(Levy-Schoen, 1981). However, it is possible for sac-
cade generation to be inhibited when problems occur in
the cognitive processing taking place. This combination
of saccade initiation and inhibition signals shows the
properties of a race model, with saccades being initiated
or inhibited based on the time at which the signals
arrive. Finally, the results are compatible with Findlay
and Walker’s (1999) framework. The saccade pacing
strategy can be described in terms of the push–pull
mechanism described in that model, and the processing-
produced inhibition of saccadic activity is as it suggests.
That model assumes the existence of multiple process-
ing centers in which problems can occur with oculomo-
tor implications; our data have shown the existence of
two of these.
4.3. Possible objections
There are three possible objections to the above
conclusions concerning cognitive theories of eye move-
ment control during reading. First, the stimulus manip-
ulations employed in this study were rather severe, and
not of the type typically found in studies of language
processing. For example, a mechanism that is designed
to check the frequency of perceived words as a means
of deciding when to move the eyes may not respond
properly to random strings of letters or word strings
with spaces filled. Thus, it is possible that encountering
words that differ in their compatibility with syntactic or
semantic constraints may produce graded effects on
saccade onset times that are more closely related to the
nature or degree of processing difficulty produced than
those found in the current study. However, a primary
finding of the current study is the failure of the Seg-
mented stimulus manipulations (strings of X’s, random
letter strings) to affect the timing of many of the
saccades. For this objection to hold, it would be neces-
sary to show that more subtle manipulations, such as
violations of syntactic or semantic constraints in the
language, produce larger or more frequent effects on
the saccade onset times than do the manipulations of
segmented conditions used in the current study. This
seems most unlikely.
Second, since delayed effects are commonly obtained
in reading studies (i.e. information perceived on fixation
Fig. 7. Percentages of regressive saccades following critical fixations for different display conditions. The X axis represents various fixation time
ranges in 25 ms bins. The groups of conditions are presented using different markers (Segmented conditions, ; Unsegmented conditions, — ;
control condition and previous data, ). The ‘Previous’ data indicate the percentage of regressive saccade preceeding critical fixations and is
included to show its similarity to the control condition data.
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N influences the duration of fixation N+1, McConkie,
Reddix, & Zola, 1988a) it is possible that language
processing influences on saccade decisions most often
influence the onset time of a later saccade, which has
not been examined in the present study. This could
occur either as a result of peripheral preview, making
an analysis of upcoming text during a prior fixation, or
as a result of processing delays, with the system often
showing the effects on fixation N+1 of the processing
of information perceived during fixation N. Thus, the
current study has not examined the full potential effects
of cognitive processing on saccade onset times. This is a
valid statement but is not relevant to the argument
made above. The basic assumption of current cognitive
theories is that the onset time of each saccade, exclud-
ing early saccades, is determined by the time of occur-
rence of some critical cognitive event in the processing
of the currently-perceived stimuli. The results described
above are not compatible with this assumption, since
stimulus manipulations that should certainly delay or
eliminate the critical cognitive event, whatever it is,
relative to the control condition, have no effect on the
onset time of a large number of the saccades: that is,
the saccades occur at the same time whether or not an
assumed cognitive event occurs. The cognitive influ-
ences, when observed, appear to delay saccades rather
than to trigger them. While there is a need to study the
delayed effects of such stimulus manipulations (for
example, how they affect the onset time of the saccade
following the one studied here), this has no bearing on
the conclusions reached above.
Third, it is possible that the occurrence of frequent
errors during reading, of the types used here, produces
a change in reading strategy that disables the normal
basis for determining saccade onset times, replacing it
with a different strategy. While further research will be
necessary to test for such strategy changes, the persis-
tent effect of display manipulations over successive
page groups in the current study does not provide
evidence for a strategic readjustment of reading strategy
that changes the basis for the making of saccades. That
is, the readers did not develop a reading strategy that
allowed them to eliminate the effects of these manipula-
tions on their eye movement decisions, as they were
trying to ignore the stimulus disturbances and under-
stand the text.
4.4. Additional information about the control of
saccade onset times
We assume that the basis for making Late Saccades
is quite different from that of making Normal Sac-
cades. While Normal Saccades are produced by the
type of saccade control system described by Findlay
and Walker (1999), Late Saccades are produced by
higher processing centers, probably involving the Fron-
tal Eye Fields, as a type of error-recovery process. This
point is discussed further below.
The present study has provided additional informa-
tion about what constitutes an adequate stimulus for
normal saccadic activity to occur during reading. First,
the fact that the Dashes+ condition produced saccade
inhibition at the Early Disruption Period indicates that
simply having a segmented stimulus pattern is itself
insufficient; the objects in the pattern must apparently
have word-like properties. Further research is needed to
identify just what properties are required. Second, the
fact that the Normal− condition did not produce
saccade inhibition at the Early Disruption Period indi-
cates that stimulus segmentation does not require that
words be separated by spaces; this segmentation can
apparently proceed if words are separated by a visually
distinctive character. Again, research is needed to fur-
ther clarify the basis on which this segmentation can
occur.
Although the Segmented conditions all begin to in-
hibit saccades during the same time period (175–200
ms; see Fig. 2) there are consistent differences among
these conditions in the size of their effect on the hazard
level: the X’s+ condition suppresses more saccades,
and the Nonword+ condition suppresses fewest. We
have no theoretical basis to account for these differ-
ences. Stimulus-based lexical access is not possible in
these two conditions, but should be possible in the
Normal− condition, once segmentation has occurred.
The processing problems produced by making segmen-
tation difficult (Normal− ) appear to be greater than
that produced by making lexical access impossible
(Nonword+ ). There also appears to be a crossover
effect in the data for the X’s+ condition, which starts
out combining with the other Segmented conditions,
but after a time joins the Unsegmented conditions.
What is clear is that the different stimulus patterns are
inhibiting saccades to different degrees and/or at differ-
ent times, a phenomenon that must be explored in
further studies.
4.5. Toward a neurophysiological theory of saccade
onset control
We propose an extension to Findlay and Walker’s
(1999) framework to account for the results of this
experiment. We will refer to this as the Competition–
Interaction Theory of eye movement control in reading.
As in Findlay & Walker’s framework the gaze is held
steady by a tonic inhibition signal from the substantia
nigra to the superior colliculus, in which the final
WHEN and WHERE decisions are made regarding
saccadic eye movements (Hikosaka & Wurtz, 1983a,b).
The release of this inhibition depends on the outcome
of a competition between a central-vision-related fixate
center, whose activation keeps the gaze stable, and a
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peripheral-vision-related move center, between which
are inhibitory connections (Dorris, Pare, & Munoz,
1997; Munoz & Wurtz, 1995). Thus, peripheral activity
or attention to peripheral regions increases activation in
the move center, which inhibits fixate center activity.
When fixate center activity falls below a threshold, a
saccade is generated to a location specified in a saliency
map. Thus, the timing of a saccade is determined by the
push–pull competition between the fixate and move
centers, rather than being determined by cognitive or
attentional factors directly. In addition, higher process-
ing centers can directly influence the fixate center, thus
affecting the timing of saccades, though the nature of
this influence is not described further. We assume,
however, that this influence would be one that activates
the fixate center and thus delays or inhibits the saccade.
A critical point in applying this model to the control
of saccades in reading is that, unlike the conditions
used in most research on saccade control, the stimuli
are stable and unchanging during the fixations; thus,
there are no onset or offset signals generated by stimu-
lus changes, or even arrows or direction indicators, to
guide eye movements. The strategic control of saccade
preparation is entirely implicit, tuned to making effec-
tive When and Where decisions that support efficient
language processing. When a processing anomaly oc-
curs, learned strategies influence the saccade prepara-
tion process. The differences among theories of eye
movement control during reading essentially have to do
with the mechanisms for generating optimal saccadic
activity by these learned strategies, and the nature of
the information that they employ.
We propose five enhancements to the Findlay and
Walker (1999) framework in order to provide a coher-
ent account of saccade onset times during reading,
including the results from the study reported above.
After listing these enhancements, we show how the
resulting Competition–Interaction Theory accounts for
characteristics of the current data.
1. Random saccade onset waiting time: When the
activation level of the fixate center falls below
threshold, thus producing the order for a saccade, the
time of the actual onset of the saccade occurs following
a random waiting time that is exponentially distributed
(Poisson distribution), controlled by a single parameter.
An exponential distribution has a flat hazard curve
(slope=0), and its intercept represents the value of the
controlling parameter.
2. Saccade inhibition: A saccade occurs as a result of
the fixate center activity dropping below threshold,
which shuts down the gaze-stabilizing tonic inhibition
from the substantia nigra (Hikosaka & Wurtz, 1985).
However, during and after the saccade, fixate center
activity is increased which re-establishes the saccade-in-
hibiting signal. This saccade inhibition signal tends to
prevent the occurrence of an immediately-following
saccade, giving a sort of refractory period. However,
this inhibition is not complete, and is somewhat ‘leaky.’
3. Strategy-based move center activation: The reader
has learned an oculomotor strategy that is employed in
the reading of text. One element of this strategy in-
volves adding activation to the move center at a certain
time following the onset of a fixation. We will refer to
this as Strategy-based Move Center Activation. We
assume that there are two sets of parameters associated
with this activation, one controlling the time at which
the activation is produced, and the second controlling
the general region of the move center salience map that
is activated, thus influencing saccade length and direc-
tion. The repetitive addition of this activation produces
an eye movement pattern having the regularity typically
observed in skilled reading, as well as in other highly
practiced and predictable saccade tasks.
4. Stimulus requirements for saccadic activity: When
visual information begins to arrive following the onset
of a new eye fixation, the stimulus pattern must have
certain characteristics in order for normal saccadic
activity to proceed. We will refer to these as Saccade
Enabling Stimulus Characteristics. Without the pres-
ence of those characteristics, the lifting of saccade
inhibition does not occur and, in fact, this inhibition is
increased (i.e. the fixate center activation is increased)
as seen in the hazard curve for Unsegmented condi-
tions. As noted above, we do not yet know just what
stimulus characteristics are required.
5. Processing-related inhibition: When the activity in
a higher-level processing center is disrupted because the
information provided to it does not allow it to fulfil its
normal function, or to fulfil it in a timely fashion, an
inhibition signal is generated that increases the activa-
tion level of the fixate center, thereby reducing the
immediate saccade likelihood.
4.6. Accounting for the current saccade onset time data
We will now apply the theory outlined above to
provide an explanation of the fixation duration hazard
curve, as seen in the Control (Normal+ ) condition in
Fig. 3. Immediately following the saccade, the hazard
level is low due to saccade inhibition. However, this
inhibition is not complete and is somewhat leaky, al-
lowing the hazard level to rise slowly over time. We
assume that these saccades are similar to the sponta-
neous saccades typically observed in studies of eye
movement control (Fischer & Ramsperger, 1984).
Beginning around 125 ms, given that the stimulus
pattern includes the Saccade Enabling Stimulus Char-
acteristics, the hazard level begins a steep rise. We
assume that this is due to the Strategy-based Move
Center Activation, which inhibits fixate center activity
and thereby suppresses the tonic signal that is holding
the gaze steady, thus, allowing saccade preparation to
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occur. The exact time at which the fixate center activity
crosses the threshold varies somewhat, and this vari-
ance is reflected in the period of time during which the
hazard curve is rising. In some sense the rapidly-rising
part of the hazard curve is analogous to a cumulative
frequency curve, indicating, in relative terms, on how
many of the fixations the threshold has been crossed at
a given time. This is not quite a correct analogy,
however, since the saccades only occur following a
random waiting time, rather than occurring a constant
time following the saccade decision.
By the time that the hazard curve stabilizes, essen-
tially all saccade decisions have been made, though in
many cases they have not yet been executed. Thus, the
hazard curve at this point is relatively flat, reflecting the
postulated random waiting times for the remaining
saccades. It is our observation that the asymptotic
hazard level varies both between individuals, and
within individuals when reading under different condi-
tions. Thus, we suspect that this level reflects the value
of a parameter that can be adjusted by the system as it
seeks to produce eye movements at a pace that allows
the necessary processing to occur without unnecessarily
wasting time. By the adjustment of this parameter, the
system could tune the mean fixation time to the needs
of the processing system, given subject and text charac-
teristics and task constraints.
The stimulus patterns of the Segmented conditions in
this study disrupt the activity in one or more higher
processing centers, possibly because the contents of the
‘words’ do not activate lexical entries as normally oc-
curs during reading. These centers activate the fixate
center when this occurs (Findlay and Walker, 1999, say
‘directly’, though neurophysiological support for that
position seems weak), thus producing processing-re-
lated inhibition. Saccades are first inhibited in the 175–
200 ms time interval, though in many cases the
inhibition occurs only later. In addition, the fact that
saccades are often inhibited following the time at which
the hazard curve asymptotes, which we assume is the
time at which all saccade decisions have been made,
suggests that processing inhibition can affect the sac-
cade execution itself, and not just the saccade decision
process. We presume, with Findlay and Walker (1999),
that there are multiple processing centers in which
processing could be disrupted by various stimulus vari-
ables, and that, to the extent that the processing occur-
ring in reading is hierarchical or sequential, the time at
which processing inhibition will be observed will vary.
Thus, examining the time of processing inhibition re-
sulting from different stimulus manipulations may be a
way of identifying different processing centers and of
measuring the time lags between the their operations.
Finally, for the experimental conditions the hazard
curves not only indicate the time at which processing
inhibition occurs, by a drop in the hazard level relative
to the control condition, but also indicate the time
course of the release of that inhibition, now by a rise in
the hazard levels. The hazard curves for the Unseg-
mented conditions suggest a two-step release of inhibi-
tion. About 75 ms after the inhibition occurs, the
hazard level begins to rise, reaching a plateau at 300
ms. A second rise begins at 550 ms which returns the
hazard level near to that of the control condition. This
suggests that the processing inhibition produced in this
condition has its effect for slightly over the 650 ms in
which data can be observed here. We are not able to
make a comparison with the Segmented conditions,
because too few fixations remain at these long saccade
onset times.
It is not clear whether these Late saccades are being
generated by normal activity of the move and fixate
centers, or whether the saccadic catastrophe that has
occurred requires intervention of other systems, such as
the frontal saccadic system, including the FEF and
supplementary eye field. This system is known to medi-
ate the generation of voluntary saccades based on
intention and memorized spatial locations (Schall,
1991). The FEF is also directly connected to the brain-
stem, which bypasses the superior colliculus in produc-
ing or facilitating saccades (Robinson, 1972). Thus,
while the superior colliculus is inhibited in saccade
preparation, the frontal saccadic system could initiate,
or help to initiate, a saccade by cooperating with the
residual signal from the superior colliculus, and by
disinhibiting the move center of the superior colliculus.
From these considerations, it is clear that the hazard
curves provide a rich source of information about the
dynamics of activation and inhibition taking place dur-
ing, and probably across, fixations in reading.
4.7. Effects of processing-related inhibition on the
WHERE decision
The occurrence of processing-related inhibition not
only affected the onset time of the following saccade,
but also where the eyes were sent: it reduced the lengths
of forward saccades and increased the likelihood of
regressing, but had no effect on the lengths of
regressions.
The lack of effect on the frequency distributions of
the lengths of regressive saccades is particularly strik-
ing. The number of regressive saccades was greatly
increased (from 23% of all saccades in the control
condition to 54% in the Blank− condition), as were
the durations of the fixations preceding these saccades,
yet this had no effect on where the eyes were sent.
Furthermore, it made no difference whether the stimu-
lus was normal text or a blank computer screen; the
frequency distribution was the same. This suggests that
the lengths of the regressive saccades made in the
Normal+ condition must result from an oculomotor
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strategy, rather than from cognitive control as is often
assumed. Whatever the basis for the WHERE decision
in this case, the saccade lengths are the same when
reading normal text as when making induced regres-
sions following severe inhibition of the original saccade
and with an unsegmented stimulus display. This result
contrasts with results from studies indicating cognitive
effects on regressive saccade parameters. This difference
may result from a characteristic of the current study:
problem regions were not localized (that is, the entire
page was changed) and by the time an attempt could be
made to further examine a problem area, the basis for
that problem had disappeared (that is, the text had
returned to normal). The current results do suggest that
not all regressions are directed on a cognitive basis, and
point out the need for further research to identify when
and how cognitive influences enter into this aspect of
eye movement control.
In order to account for the effects of processing
inhibition on the directions and lengths of saccades, we
propose one further addition to Findlay and Walker’s
(1999) framework:
6. Inhibition of return: When a saccade has been
ordered to a particular target, and that saccade is
inhibited, an inhibition of return develops at that target
location. This changes the contour of activation in the
saliency map, reducing the likelihood that the initially-
targeted object, or perhaps even a nearby object if there
is a generalization gradient, will be the winner in a new
competition for where the eyes should go next.
We assume that at a certain time following the onset
of a fixation, Strategy-based Move Center Activation
appears in the area representing the near-right periph-
ery, thus hastening the time that a saccade will occur
and increasing the likelihood that a word in the acti-
vated region will win the competition as being the
target of the next saccade. However, when the saccade
is cancelled by processing-related inhibition, gradient
inhibition builds around this previously favored region.
When a new saccade is later ordered following the
inhibition, the distribution of activity across the
saliency map will have changed, with a greater likeli-
hood that activation will have centered on the fixated
word or one to the left. Studies on the inhibition of
return in the superior colliculus report that, when it
occurs at some location in one superior colliculus, the
activity of the mirror location in the contralateral supe-
rior colliculus and locations far away from the site of
inhibition on the same superior colliculus were rela-
tively unaffected (Dorris, Taylor, Klein, & Munoz,
1999). This result is consistent with our observation
that, following the occurrence of processing-related in-
hibition, the subjects were more likely to make saccades
to the left (regressive saccades) or short forward
saccades.
With an unsegmented stimulus pattern, the dynamics
would be much the same, except that without word-ob-
jects in the visual field, the eyes would normally go to
the center of gravity of the region receiving Strategy-
based Move Center Activation. The cancellation of the
saccade then produces inhibition of return for that
area, again leading to nearer locations and locations to
the left being more likely to be represented as the peak
of activity, and thus to draw the eyes.
The relation between word-object information and
Strategy-based Move Center Activation is not fully
worked out in our model. However, since the regressive
saccade length distribution is the same for Segmented
and Unsegmented conditions, it seems that the latter is
strong enough to determine the amplitude of regressive
saccades under inhibition so that resulting saccades are
of similar length. However, this must remain a tentative
conclusion, considering how little is known about these
two forces in influencing saccade computations.
Fig. 7, which shows changes over time in the likeli-
hood of regressing, suggests that the inhibition of re-
turn begins to have its effect 25 ms after the time
that processing inhibition first affects the saccade onset
time, and that it then grows to its full extent within the
following 75–100 ms. Although the processing-related
inhibition occurs at different times for Segmented and
Unsegmented conditions, the changes in regression
likelihood over time are very similar, suggesting similar
effects of inhibition on the WHERE decision, even
though the proportion of the saccades cancelled in the
two sets of conditions was quite different.
4.8. The role of cognition in eye moement control
As indicated above, the data from this study do not
support the basic assumption of cognitive theories, that
the onset time of each saccade (with the exception of
Early saccades) is determined by the time of occurrence
of some critical cognitive event involved in the reading
of the currently-displayed text. This also casts doubt on
the assumption that Early saccades are triggered by a
similar event that occurs during the previous fixation
(Morrison, 1984; Reichle et al., 1998). At the same
time, there is ample evidence that eye movement deci-
sions, including the WHEN decision, are at least some-
times being affected by cognitive processing taking
place. We propose four possible means by which such
influences might occur, within the framework of the
type of theory outlined above.
First, when the activity of perceptual and language
processing centers is disrupted, or perhaps slowed, pro-
cessing-related inhibition causes saccade cancellation,
thus extending the durations of fixations.
Second, we suggest that there are certain parameters
controlling the pacing of saccades that can be adjusted
by the reading system in order to tune the saccadic
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activity to more effectively meet the needs of the higher
processing centers. We have suggested that one likely
parameter is that which controls the random waiting
time that exists between the time a saccade is ordered
and the time that it is actually executed. Other possibil-
ities include the time at which the Strategy-based Move
Center Activation occurs and the location that is acti-
vated in the superior colliculus. Further research is
required to explore these possibilities. However, we do
assume that the adjustment of these parameters is not
abrupt: i.e. they are adjusted with feedback over multi-
ple fixations in order to tune the saccadic activity to the
needs of the reader, rather than independently con-
trolling the durations of individual eye fixations.
Third, another potential source of influence is the
peripheral view of upcoming text. This ‘peripheral pre-
view’ is clearly involved in the WHERE decision, since
saccades are directed in a word-based manner (Mc-
Conkie et al., 1988b) and the selection of saccade
targets is influenced by properties of the text (Ehrlich,
& Rayner, 1981; Kerr, 1992). Fourth, local language
constraints may allow adjustment of parameters for
upcoming saccade onset times.
It appears that a limiting factor in producing cogni-
tive influences on eye behavior is the amount of time
required for processing to reach the necessary levels, as
shown in the above data; influences from the current
stimulus pattern can only occur on longer eye fixations.
This being the case, obtaining information parafoveally
or from language constraints before the eyes go to a
word may allow time for the cognitive influences to
develop. However, research on parafoveal processing
has indicated that information acquired from upcoming
words is primarily in the form of abstract letters (Mc-
Conkie & Zola, 1979; Rayner, McConkie, & Zola,
1980), perhaps also with related phonological informa-
tion (Pollatsek, Lesch, Morris, & Rayner, 1992), with
little evidence for higher levels of processing (Rayner,
Balota, & Pollatsek, 1986). Thus, it may be that, while
peripheral preview may provide sufficient time for cog-
nitive influences to occur, in fact retinal acuity con-
straints limit the acquisition of the kind of information
that would be necessary for such influences. Again, this
must be a matter of future investigation. It should be
noted, however, that the Competition–Interaction The-
ory assumes that much, and probably most, of the
variation in saccade onset times is the result of physio-
logical processes (time to resolve competition, random
waiting times) that have little relation to the current
cognitive activity. At the same time, there is enough
relation to produce the effects on mean fixation dura-
tions that are observed in the psychological research
literature. This is an assumption that requires further
testing.
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